
The Montana Innovation Partnership (MTIP)
program powered by MSU TechLink Center

assists tech-based individuals and companies
to fund Research and Development (R&D)

efforts and commercialize their innovations.
Those companies engaging under federal

grants and contracts will be required to
become knowledgeable in the requisite

government accounting. While acknowledging
that this is a vast and complex field, the

Government Accounting guide will initiate a
fundamental understanding of key concepts.

MTIP

Government
Accounting - 
Cost Proposals
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WHY IT MATTERS
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Unallowable Costs: 

As detailed in FAR Part 31.2, Unallowables are costs that must be segregated from the Direct Costs and IDCs, and that

are not allowed to pass through to the government contract under any circumstances. Examples include bad debt,

interest expense, gifts, alcohol, lobbying and more. Circumstances directly related to the contract might cause other

items to be unallowable such as overruns on the job costs contracted and on the travel costs that are allowed under

Federal Travel Regulations. These same Unallowable Costs may be entirely allowable when computing annual business

expenses for Internal Revenue Service tax filings. Therefore, a business may find it necessary to reconfigure financials

being used for these two different federal purposes – government contracts and tax filings.

Profit/Fee: 

The government permits a company to reasonably profit under a contract. The profit is the only funding margin not

subject to government restrictions related to Unallowable Costs as described above. The Profit can be very important

to a company’s ability to manage legitimate costs that are unallowable in government contract accounting. Under the

SBIR/STTR rules, most agencies will permit a 7% profit/fee to be included in the cost proposal.

Below is a very simplistic example of how these accounting centers will appear in a $200,000 cost proposal. A DCAA

publication called 'Information for Contractors' can be found at www.dcaa.mil/DCAAM_7641.90.pdf . It provides

further explanation of the application of accounting principles and includes additional examples of cost proposals.

COMMON
DEFICIENCIES

Companies need to review grant and contract guidelines specific to the sponsoring agency before developing a cost

proposal. Deficiencies in the cost proposal and subsequent paper or verbal audits can slow or delay awards,

contracting and payment. There must be excellent correlation between the technical proposal work plan text and the

costs represented in the company budget. For example, if the cost proposal reflects a sum payable to a consultant,

the proposal work plan must explain how that person fits into the project. Failure to do so can negatively impact the

overall review and understanding of the proposal.



READY FOR THE
NEXT STEP?




